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We analyze the ex ante incentive compatible core for replicated private infor-
mation economies. We show that any allocation in the core when the economy
is replicated suﬃciently often is approximately Walrasian for the associated
Arrow-Debreu economy.
1 Introduction
The Debreu-Scarf core convergence theorem is a fundamental result in general equi-
librium analysis: under suitable convexity assumptions, any allocation that is not
an Arrow-Debreu equilibrium will be blocked in a suﬃciently large replica economy.
The theorem suggests why trade among many agents will lead to a system of prices
that agents take as given when minimal assumptions on the stability of allocations
are imposed.
Our aim in this paper is to prove a core convergence theorem for exchange
economies in the presence of asymmetric information. The particular manner in
which we model the asymmetry of information follows the development in McLean
and Postlewaite (2002a, 2003). Agents’ utility functions will depend on an underlying
but unobserved state of nature θ, and each agent will receive a private signal that is
correlated with the state of nature. A replication of this initial economy consists of a
set of agents whose utility functions and initial endowments are the same as those in
the underlying initial economy, but whose private signals are independent conditional
on θ. No agent’s information is redundant in this replication procedure: regardless of
the number of replications, each agent still has information that can not be inferred
from the aggregate information of other agents.
If the state θ on which the agents’ utilities depend were observable prior to con-
sumption, then agents could exchange state contingent goods prior to the realization
∗Postlewaite gratefully acknowledges support from the National Science Foundation.
1of θ. However, in our model θ is not observable; all information about the realization
of θ is embodied in the vector of agents’ types. Consequently, agents can trade bun-
dles contingent on the realized vector of types but not contingent on θ. Since agents
types are independent conditional on θ, by the law of large numbers, the vector of
agents’ types will (with high probability) provide a highly accurate prediction of the
realized θ when the number of agents gets large. Hence, in this case one might hope
that allocations contingent on the agents’ information might approximate desirable
allocations contingent on θ.
The main diﬃculty in formalizing this idea arises from the observation that alloca-
tions contingent on agents’ information may not be incentive compatible. There are
several core concepts one might employ. In this paper, we study the ex ante incen-
tive compatible core, in which decisions are made at the ex ante stage and incentive
constraints are taken into account. Our main theorem shows that if an asymmet-
ric information exchange economy is replicated suﬃciently many times, any ex ante
incentive compatible core allocation is approximately competitive in the sense that,
for almost all agents, the utility from the core allocation is close to the utility they
receive at a certain complete information competitive equilibrium allocation. Thus,
asymmetric information economies asymptotically behave like complete information
economies as far as core-type stability is concerned.
Several complications arise in the analysis of the core when an economy with
asymmetrically informed agents is replicated. First, while the core with complete in-
formation is nonempty under quite general circumstances, Vohra (1999) and Forges,
Mertens and Vohra (2000) show that the ex ante incentive compatible core may be
empty in well-behaved pure exchange economies. However, in McLean and Postle-
waite (2003), we showed that when agents are suﬃciently “informationally small,” the
ex ante incentive compatible core is nonempty. Further, they show that the informa-
tional size of agents will converge to zero when asymmetric information economies are
replicated in a natural manner, and, consequently, the ex ante incentive compatible
ε−core will be nonempty after a suitable number of replications.
The second complication in investigating the ex ante incentive compatible core
with replication is technical. A key step in the proof of the Debreu-Scarf theorem is
the argument that any core allocation must satisfy an “equal treatment” property.
The equal treatment property states that all replicas of a given type must receive
the same bundle in any core allocation. This property greatly simpliﬁes the analysis
since the dimensionality of the space of allocations goes to inﬁnity when the number
of replications goes to inﬁnity, but attention can be restricted to allocations that are
feasible for the initial economy.
When agents are asymmetrically informed, the argument for equal treatment of
diﬀerent agents of the same type breaks down.1 Consequently, analysis cannot be
1Forges, Heifetz and Minelli (2001) analyze the ex ante incentive compatible core in a model that
diﬀers somewhat from the model in this paper. In their model, they provide an example that shows
2restricted to feasible allocations for the initial economy. We show, however, that
ex ante incentive compatible core allocations satisfy an “asymptotic equal treatment
property”. This property states (approximately) the following. Given ε > 0, there
exists a suﬃciently large replicated economy such that, for each type of agent, all but
af r a c t i o nε of the replications of that type must receive bundles that diﬀer in utility
by no more than ε in any ex ante incentive compatible core allocation.
To prove our main results, we ﬁrst associate with each asymmetric information
economy the complete information Arrow Debreu economy E1 with state contingent
commodities in which the state θ is observed prior to consumption. The r-replication
of this complete information economy is denoted Er. We use the approximate equal
treatment equal property to prove our main result in the following steps.
1. The asymptotic equal treatment property assures that for suﬃciently
large r, an ex ante incentive compatible core allocation of the r-replicated
asymmetric information ecomomy can be approximated in utility by a
certain equal treatment allocation xr for the economy of Er.
2. Next we show that, for suﬃciently large r, the special equal treatment
alocation xr will be an allocation in the ε -core of Er.
3. Finally, we show that, for suﬃciently large r, ε -core allocations of Er
are close in utility to a Walras allocation of E1.
Our proof relies on the increasing numbers of agents in four diﬀerent ways. First,
we need large numbers to assure that core allocations of the asymmetric information
economy satisfy an approximately equal treatment property. Second, as in the com-
plete information case, large numbers of agents are necessary to form the coalitions
that block noncompetitive allocations. Third, we need large numbers to assure that
allocations contingent on agents’ information can be approximated by allocations
contingent on the true state. Finally, large numbers are necessary that agents in the
asymmetric information economy are informationally small, ensuring that any block-
ing allocation ignoring incentive constraints can be approximated by an incentive
compatible blocking allocation.
2B a s i c N o t a t i o n
Our notation follows that in McLean and Postlewaite (2003) whenever possible.
Throughout the paper, let Jq = {1,..,q} for each positive integer q and let ||·|| denote
the 1-norm unless speciﬁed otherwise. Let N = {1,2,...,n} denote the set of eco-
nomic agents.L e tΘ = {θ1,..,θm} denote the (ﬁnite) state space and let T1,T 2,...,Tn
be ﬁnite sets where Ti represents the set of possible signals that agent i might receive.
that allocations in the ex ante incentive compatible core may not exhibit equal treatment.
3For each S ⊆ N, let TS ≡
Q
i∈S Ti. Elements of TS will be written tS. For notational
simplicity, we will simply write T for TN and t for tN. If t ∈ T, then we will often
write t =( tN\S,t S). If X is a ﬁnite set, deﬁne













In our model, nature chooses an element θ ∈ Θ. The state of nature is unobservable
but each agent i receives a “signal” ti that is correlated with nature’s choice of θ. More
formally, let (e θ, e t1, e t2,..., e tn) be an (n+1)-dimensional random vector taking values in
Θ × T with associated distribution P ∈ ∆Θ×T where
P(θ,t 1,..,t n)=P r o b {e θ = θ, e t1 = t1,..., e tn = tn}.
We will make the following assumption regarding the marginal distributions2:
For each θ ∈ Θ,
P(θ)=P r o b {e θ = θ} > 0
and for each t =( t1,..,tn) ∈ T,
P(t)=P r o b {e t1 = t1,.., e tn = tn} > 0.
If t ∈ T, let PΘ(·|t) ∈ ∆Θ denote the induced conditional probability measure on
Θ. Let χθ ∈ ∆Θ denote the degenerate measure that assigns probability one to state
θ.
2.1 Economies
The consumption set of each agent is <`
+ and for each θ ∈ Θ,w i ∈ <`
++ denotes the
(state independent) initial endowment of agent i in state θ. The preferences of agent i
are given by a utility function ui : <`
+×Θ → < where ui(·,θ) is the utility function of
agent i in state θ.3 The following assumptions are maintained throughout the paper:
(i) ui(·,θ) is continuous and strictly concave
(ii) ui(0,θ)=0
2The assumption that P(t) > 0 for all t ∈ T is relaxed in McLean and Postlewaite (2002b).
3We note that this formulation diﬀers from that of Forges, Heifetz and Minelli (2001), who also
investigate convergence of the ex ante core. We discuss their paper in the section on related literature
at the end of this paper.
4(iii) ui(·,θ)i s( s t r o n g l y )m o n o t o n i c :i fx,y ∈ <`
+,x≥ y and x 6= y, then ui(x,θ) >
ui(y,θ).
The collection ({ui,w i}i∈N, e θ,˜ t,P) will be called a private information economy
(PIE for short). It will be assumed that the data deﬁning the PIE is common knowl-
edge. A private information economy allocation z =( z1,z 2,...,zn)f o rt h eP I Ei sa
collection of functions zi: T → <`
+ satisfying
P
i∈N(zi(t) − wi) ≤ 0f o ra l lt ∈ T.W e
will not distinguish between wi ∈ <`
++ and the constant allocation that assigns the
bundle wi t oa g e n tif o ra l lt ∈ T.
For each π ∈ ∆Θ, the collection (π,{ui,w i}i∈N)d e ﬁnes an associated Arrow-
Debreu economy with state contingent commodities. A commodity vector for agent




The initial endowment of agent i is the vector ˆ wi =( wi,..,wi) ∈ R`m
++ and the utility
of agent i is the function vi : <`m







The Arrow Debreu economy with commodity bundles, endowments and utilities
deﬁned in this manner will be denoted E(π). As discussed in the introduction, this
economy is of interest because if the state θ were observable after it is realized, agents
could exchange state contingent goods prior to realization. However, in our model θ
is not observable; all information about the realization of θ is embodied in the vector
of agents’ types, t. Consequently, agents can trade bundles contingent on the realized
vector of types t, but not contingent on θ.
We will refer to E(π)a st h eπ−auxiliary economy, or auxiliary economy for short.
In addition, each PIE ({ui,w i}i∈N, e θ,˜ t,P) gives rise to a natural auxiliary economy
E(PΘ)w h e r ePΘ is the marginal of P on Θ. Since each ui is concave, a standard
argument establishes that the auxiliary economy has a nonempty core.
For each ε ≥ 0, we deﬁne ε−blocking in the auxiliary economy E(π). An allocation




i∈S wi for each θ ∈ Θ. Ac o a l i t i o n
S ⊆ N can ε−block the allocation (xi)i∈N if there exists an allocation (yi)i∈S that is







for all i ∈ S. The ε− core of E(π) consists of those allocations that are eﬃcient and
which are not ε−blocked by any S ⊆ N with S 6= N.
53 Incentive Compatible Cores
3.1 Notions of Blocking
Let e =( {ui,w i}i∈N, e θ,˜ t,P) be a PIE. In order to deﬁn et h ec o r eo fa ne c o n o m y
with incomplete information, it is necessary to deﬁne “improve upon” or “block”
taking incentive compatibility into account. For each S ⊆ N, let the set of S-feasible
allocations for the PIE e be deﬁned as





(zi(tS) − wi) ≤ 0 for all tS ∈ TS}.












i),θ)P(θ,t S\i | ti)
for each ti,t 0
i ∈ Ti and i ∈ S.
The set of incentive compatible, S-feasible allocations will be denoted A∗
S.
Deﬁnition 1:L e te =( {ui,w i}i∈N, e θ,˜ t,P)b eaP I Ea n dl e t( zi)i∈N ∈ AN.
(i) (Ex ante blocking)Ac o a l i t i o nS ⊆ N can X−block (zi)i∈N if there exists












ui(zi(tN\S,t S),θ)P(θ,t N\S,t S)
for all i ∈ S.
(ii) (ex ante incentive compatible blocking) A coalition S ⊆ N can ICX−block
(zi)i∈N if there exists (xi)i∈S ∈ A∗












ui(zi(tN\S,t S),θ)P(θ,t N\S,t S)
for all i ∈ S.
(iii) (ex ante incentive compatible ε−blocking)S u p p o s eε ≥ 0. A coalition S ⊆ N
can εICX−block (zi)i∈N if there exists (xi)i∈S ∈ A∗












ui(zi(tN\S,t S),θ)P(θ,t N\S,t S)+ε
for all i ∈ S.
Deﬁnition 2:L e te =( {ui,w i}i∈N, e θ,˜ t,P)b eaP I E .
(i) An N-feasible, incentive compatible allocation (zi)i∈N ∈ A∗
N is an Ex Ante
I n c e n t i v eC o m p a t i b l eC o r eA l l o c a t i o nfor e if (zi)i∈N cannot be ICX-blocked by any
S ⊆ N.
(ii) An N-feasible, incentive compatible allocation (zi)i∈N ∈ A∗
N is an Ex Ante
Incentive Compatible ε−Core Allocation for e if (zi)i∈N cannot be ICX-blocked by
N and (zi)i∈N cannot be εICX-blocked by any S 6= N.
64 The Replica Problem: Notation and Deﬁnitions
Recall that Jr = {1,2,...,r} and deﬁne Nr = N ×Jr. Given the collection {wi,u i}i∈N
and a positive integer r, let {wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr denote the r replication of {wi,u i}i∈N
satisfying:
(1) wis = wi for all i ∈ N and all s ∈ Jr
(2) uis(z,θ)=ui(z,θ)f o ra l lz ∈ <`
+,i ∈ N and s ∈ Jr.
For any positive integer r,l e tTr = T ×···×T denote the r-fold Cartesian
product and let tr =( tr(1),..,tr(r)) denote a generic element of Tr where tr(s)=
(tr
1(s),..,t r
n(s)) ∈ T. If Pr ∈ ∆Θ×Tr, then er =( {wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr)i saP I E
with nr agents.
Deﬁnition 3: A sequence of replica economies {({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr)}∞
r=1 is
a strongly conditionally independent sequence if there exists a P ∈ ∆∗
Θ×T such that
(a) For each r,e a c hs ∈ Jr and each (θ,t 1,..,tn) ∈ Θ × T,






n(s)=tn} = P(θ,t 1,t 2,...,tn)














are independent given e θ = θ.
(c) For every θ, ˆ θ with θ 6= ˆ θ, there exists a t ∈ T such that P(t|θ) 6= P(t|ˆ θ).
A strongly conditionally independent sequence is a sequence of PIE’s with nr
agents containing r “copies” of each agent i ∈ N. Each copy of an agent i is iden-
tical, i.e., has the same endowment and the same utility function. Furthermore, the
realizations of agents’ types are independent given the true value of e θ.G i v e nap r o ﬁle
of types (t1(1),...,t n(1),...,t 1(r),...,tn(r)) ∈ Tr, it follows that
Prob{e t
r









As r increases, each agent is becoming “small” in the economy in terms of endowment,
and we can show that each agent is also becoming informationally small in the sense
of McLean and Postlewaite (2002a). Note that, for large r,a na g e n tm a yh a v ea
small amount of private information regarding the preferences of everyone through
his information about e θ.
7Given an auxiliary economy E(π), we can also deﬁne the r-replicated auxiliary






Note that, in this notation, E1(π)=E(π) and we will use these interchangeably.
The ε−core of the r-replicated auxiliary economy is deﬁned in the obvious way. Note
that the Debreu-Scarf Theorem can be applied to the r-replicated auxiliary economy:
core allocations of Er(π) are equal treatment allocations and the intersection of the
“projections” of the cores of the replications coincides with the set of Walras equilibria
of the auxiliary economy E1(π).
5 The Core Convergence Results
5.1 Walras Allocations of the Auxiliary Economy are Close
in Utility to Epsilon Core Allocations in a Large Replica
Economy
In McLean and Postlewaite (2003) (see the proof of Theorem 3 in that paper), it is
shown that, for large replica economies, the ex ante incentive compatible ε−core is
nonempty. In particular, they prove the following result:4
Theorem A:L e t{({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr)}∞
r=1 be a strongly conditionally in-
dependent sequence with Pr
Θ ≡ π and let (xi)i∈N be a Walras equilibrium allocation
of the auxiliary economy E(π). Then for every ε > 0, there exists an integer ˆ r>0
such that for all r>ˆ r there exists an allocation (ξr
is)(i,s)∈Nr i nt h ee xa n t eI Cε−core
of the PIE ({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr), satisfying














¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
≤ ε
for all (i,s) ∈ Nr.
Theorem A is the ﬁrst step toward a core convergence result. We must now
investigate the extent to which an incentive compatible core allocation of a large
replica PIE is close in utility to some Walras allocation of the underlying auxiliary
economy. We break the analysis into two parts that are presented in the next two
subsections.
4Actually, we proved the theorem under the weaker hypothesis that the sequence is a conditionally
independent sequence. See McLean and Postlewaite (2003) for deﬁnitions and details.
85.2 Core Allocations in a Large Replica Economy are Close
in Utility to Epsilon Core Allocations of the Replicated
Auxiliary Economy
Theorem B:L e t{({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr)}∞
r=1 be a strongly conditionally inde-
pendent sequence with Pr
Θ ≡ π. Then for every ε > 0, there exists an integer ˆ r>0
such that for all r>ˆ r and for each allocation (ξr
is)(i,s)∈Nr i nt h ee xa n t eI Cc o r eo ft h e
PIE ({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr), there exists an equal treatment allocation (xr
is)(i,s)∈Nr
in the ε−core of the r-replicated auxiliary economy Er(π)s a t i s f y i n g
#{s ∈ Jr| ≤
















¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
≤ ε} ≥ (1 − ε)r
for each i ∈ N.
Theorem B is an immediate consequence of the following two propositions whose
proofs are found in Section 7 below.
Proposition 1: (Asymptotic equal treatment for most agents) Let {({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr)}∞
r=1
be a strongly conditionally independent sequence with Pr
Θ ≡ π.F o re v e r yε > 0t h e r e
exists an ˆ r such that, for all r>ˆ r and for each allocation (xr
is)(i,s)∈Nr in the incentive

















#{s ∈ Jr :
















¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
≤ ε} ≥ (1 − ε)r
for each i ∈ N.
Proposition 2:L e t{({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr)}∞
r=1 be a strongly conditionally
independent sequence with Pr
Θ ≡ π.F o re v e r yε > 0 there exists an ˆ r such that, for
all r>ˆ r and for each allocation (xr
is)(i,s)∈Nr in the ex ante incentive compatible core
















for each (i,s) ∈ Nr, then the (equal treatment) allocation (ξr
is)(i,s)∈Nr belongs to the
ε−core of the r-replicated auxiliary economy Er(π).
9As we mentioned in the introduction, incen t i v ec o m p a t i b l ec o r ea l l o c a t i o n sw i l l
not necessarily satisfy an equal treatment property. However, Proposition 1 states
that, for suﬃciently large replica economies, incentive compatible core allocations
will satisfy an approximate equal treatment property for most agents. The proof is
somewhat involved but we will explain the main ideas here.
In the complete information case, one demonstrates that a core allocation x in a
replica economy is an equal treatment allocation by ﬁrst constructing the coalition of
the worst-oﬀ agent of each type i ∈ N. The type i agent in this coalition is then given
the average of the bundles of all type i agents in the allocation x. Strict concavity
guarantees that for any type for which diﬀerent agents of that type received diﬀerent
bundles, the average is strictly preferred to the least preferred bundle for agents of
that type. In the environment with asymmetric information, it is not suﬃcient to
construct such an average allocation for the coalition of the worst-oﬀ agents, since
the allocation may not be incentive compatible.
To solve this problem, we consider a coalition consisting of the εr agents of each
type who are the worst-oﬀ of that type (where r is the number of replicas). For
any ﬁxed ε,f o rl a r g er number of agents in this coalition will be large, but a small
proportion of all agents. If each of the εr agents of some type get utility from an
incentive compatible core allocation x that is more than the average utility for that
type minus ε, then we can construct an allocation for the coalition consisting of the
εr worst-oﬀ agents of each type that yields higher utility then the allocation x.S i n c e
this coalition consists of a large number of agents, we can use the approximation
theorem in McLean and Postlewaite (2003) to ﬁnd an incentive compatible allocation
with which this coalition can block x.
This shows that for suﬃciently many replications, we can ensure that the set of
agents whose utility in a core allocation x is more than the average of the utilities for
their type minus ε will be small. What remains is to show that the set of agents of
some type whose utility is more than ε above the average of the utilities for their type
is also small. We show that given ε,i ft h e r ea r em o r et h a nεr agents whose utility is
more than ε above the average of the utilities for their type, then there must be ε3r
agents whose utility is more than ε3r below the average of utility for that type. It
then follows from the ﬁr s tp a r to ft h ep r o o ft h a tt h ea l l o c a t i o nx is blocked.
5.3 Core Allocations in a Large Replica Economy are Close
in Utility to Walras Allocations of the Auxiliary Econ-
omy
Suppose we replicate a private information economy r times. From Theorem B, we
know that for any ex ante incentive compatible core allocation of the r-replicated
economy, there is an equal treatment allocation x in the ε−core of the r-replicated
auxiliary economy Er(π)t h a tg i v e s( 1−ε)r agents utility within ε of the utility they
10get in the incentive compatible core allocation. As mentioned above, the auxiliary
economy E(π) is, in a sense, the Arrow-Debreu economy of interest; if it were possible,
agents would trade bundles contingent on the state θ. The Debreu-Scarf theorem
applies to replications of the auxiliary economy E(π), hence allocations in the core
for the r-replicated economy Er(π) will be approximately Walrasian for this economy.
For small ε, allocations in the ε-core of Er(π) will also be approximately Walrasian.
Combining these observations, we conclude that, when r is large, allocations in the ex
a n t ei n c e n t i v ec o m p a t i b l ec o r ef o rt h er - r e p l i c a t e dp r i v a t ei n f o r m a t i o ne c o n o m yw i l l
give most agents utility that is close to that of some Walrasian equilibrium allocation
for the auxiliary economy E(π). The next theorem formalizes this.
Theorem C:L e t{({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr)}∞
r=1 be a strongly conditionally in-
dependent sequence with Pr
Θ ≡ π. Then for every ε > 0, there exists an integer ˆ r>0
such that for all r>ˆ r and for each allocation (ξr
is)(i,s)∈N×Jr i nt h ee xa n t eI Cc o r e
of the PIE ({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr), there exists a Walras equilibrium allocation
(xr
i)i∈N of the auxiliary economy E(π)s a t i s f y i n g
#{s ∈ Jr| ≤
















¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯
≤ ε} ≥ (1 − ε)r
for each i ∈ N.
6 Related literature
Forges, Heifetz and Minelli (2001) (herea f t e rF H M )e x a m i n et h ee xa n t ei n c e n t i v e
compatible core in a model that is related to the model in this paper. FHM uses
the information structure and replication process in Gul and Postlewaite (1992). In
this framework, there is no state of the world θ, and in the initial economy before
replication, each agent’s utility depends on the types of all agents in the economy.
When the economy is replicated, the utilities of agents in any cohort, depend only
on the types of the agents in their cohort, and the types of the agents in diﬀerent
cohorts are independent. In this model, FHM show that equal treatment may fail,
and that there will be noncompetitive allocations that are in the core of all replicated
economies. They then show that if one restrict each agent’s utility to depend only
on his own type, then a core convergence theorem obtains.
The model in this paper diﬀers from that in FHM is several ways. First, our
model is essentially a “common value” model in that agents’ types are purely in-
formational. Agents’ utilities depend on the bundle they get and the state of the
world; an agent’s type, and all other agents’ types, are of interest only insofar as they
provide information about the state θ. This paper and FHM can then be seen as
complements in that we show core convergence in “common-value” economies while
FHM shows core convergence in private-value economies.
11In addition, there is an important technical diﬀerence in the models in FHM and
in the present paper. Feasibility is FHM is deﬁned on average across the realizations
of agents’ types. While FHM show that asymptotically the ex post infeasibility of the
allocations they consider goes to zero, full feasibility is likely to fail for any ﬁnitely
replication. The allocations we consider, on the other hand, are fully feasible for all
replications and all realizations of agents’ types.
Serrano, Vohra and Volij (2001) consider an interim core concept where evaluation
takes place after agents receive their private information. They show that when the
true state of the world is veriﬁable ex post, core convergence may fail. One can also
consider ex post replication, that is, replicating an economy after agents’ types have
been realized. Such replication leads to non-exclusive information and non-empty
cores. Einy, Moreno and Shitovitz (2001a, 2001b) consider convergence of the core
with ex post replication.
These are the papers that are closest to the present work. In addition, there is
a large literature that studies the core in the presence of asymmetric information.
Forges, Minelli and Vohra (2000) survey this literature and the interested reader is
directed to that paper for a review of various notions of the core in economies with
asymmetrically informed agents, and work employing alternative core concepts.
7P r o o f s :
7.1 A Preliminary Lemma
Lemma 1: Let {({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr)}∞
r=1 be a strongly conditionally inde-
pendent sequence with Pr
Θ ≡ π and let (ζi)i∈N be an allocation of the auxiliary
economy E(π). Then for every ε > 0, there exists an integer ˆ r>0s u c ht h a t ,f o r
all r>ˆ r, there exists an incentive compatible allocation (zr
is)(i,s)∈Nr for the PIE














for each (i,s) ∈ Nr.
Proof: The proof is a synthesis of results found in our earlier papers McLean and
Postlewaite 2002(a) and 2003. After noting that a strongly conditionally independent
sequence is a conditionaly independent sequence as deﬁned in those papers, the proof
of Lemma 1 is identical to that of Steps 1 and 2 in the proof of Theorem 3 in McLean
and Postlewaite (2003). While the proof of Theorem 3 in that paper asssumes that
(ζi)i∈N is a Walras equilibrium of E(π), the conclusion at Step 2 is valid for any
allocation (ζi)i∈N of the auxiliary economy E(π).
127.2 Proof of Proposition 1
To prove Proposition 1, we will prove Lemma 2 below from which Proposition 1
immediately follows. First we introduce some notation. An allocation (ζr
is)(i,s)∈Nr
for the PIE ({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr) will be written simply as (ζr
is)a n dUi(ζr
is)w i l l















Similarly, an allocation (ξr
is)(i,s)∈Nr for the PIE Er(π) will be written simply as (ξr
is)
and vi(ζr











Lemma 2:S u p p o s et h a t0< ε < 1/2. Let {({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr)}∞
r=1 be
a strongly conditionally independent sequence with Pr
Θ ≡ π. Then there exists an
ˆ r such that, for all r>ˆ r and for each allocation (xr
is) in the ex ante incentive
compatible core of the PIE ({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr) the following holds: if (¯ xr
i)i∈N
















for each θ ∈ Θ, then




is) ≤ (1 + ε)vi(¯ x
r
i)} ≥ (1 − 2ε)r
for each i ∈ N.
Proof: Part 1: In this part of the proof, we will show that, for each ε > 0, exists
an ˆ r such that, for all r>ˆ r





for each i ∈ N. Suppose not. Then there exists ε > 0a n das u b s e q u e n c eo fp o s i t i v e
integers {rk} such that, for each k,t h e r ee x i s t sa nirk ∈ N a n da nI Cc o r ea l l o c a t i o n
(x
rk
is)o ft h eP I E( {wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nrk, e θ,˜ trk,Prk) such that





For suﬃciently large k, we will construct a coalition Crk and a feasible allocation for
Crk that blocks the PIE allocation (xr
is) in the ex ante incentive compatible sense.
Since (xr
is) is an ex ante incentive compatible core allocation, this contradiction then
yields the result.
13We will abuse notation slightly and simply write r instead of rk. Since N is ﬁnite,
we will assume WLOG that ir =1f o ra l lr. Furthermore, we assume that the agents
of each type j ∈ N are numbered so that Uj(xr
js) ≤ Uj(xr
js0)f o rs0 >s .
The allocation (¯ xr
i) is a feasible allocation for E(π). Since (xr
i,s)i sa ne xa n t eI C
core allocation, the concavity assumption implies that (¯ xr
i) is individually rational for
E(π)a n dwi 6= 0 implies that vi(¯ xr
i) ≥ vi(wi) > 0f o re a c hi ∈ N. Choosing a (second)
subsequence if necessary, we will assume that ¯ xr
i(θ) → x∗
i(θ)f o re a c hi and θ. Note
that (x∗
i) is a feasible, individually rational allocation for the auxiliary economy E(π)
so that vi(x∗








Hence, the normalization and monotonicity assumptions imply that there exists a
ˆ θ ∈ Θ such that x∗






1(ˆ θ), ˆ θ) − uj(x
∗
j(ˆ θ), ˆ θ)
i
π(ˆ θ) > 0
for each j 6= 1 and we conclude that vj(x∗
j +x∗
1)−vj(x∗
j) > 0f o re a c hj 6=1 . Suppose
































































































5The monotonicity and normalization assumptions imply that vi(wi)=
P
θ ui(wi,θ)π(θ) > 0f o r
each i ∈ N.
14Note that η∗ does not depend on r.
Now consider the coalition Cr = {(i,s)|i ∈ N,s ≤ bη∗rc} consisting of the bη∗rc
“worst oﬀ ” agents of each type. (Here, bxc denotes the the largest integer leass than
or equal to x.) Deﬁne an allocation for the auxiliary economy E(π)a sf o l l o w s :f o r
















if j 6=1 . We now apply the approximation Lemma1t ot h ea u x i l i a r ye c o n o m ya l l o -
cation (yi)i∈N and the strongly conditionally independent sequence of PIE’s in which
the stage r PIE consists of the nbη∗rc agents in Cr. In particular, there exists an ˆ r
such that, for all r>ˆ r, there exists an incentive compatible allocation (zr
i,s)(i,s)∈Cr
for the PIE consisting of the nbη∗rc agents in Cr such that, for each (i,s) ∈ Cr,
Ui(z
r
i,s) >v i(yi) − γ
where γ is chosen so that



























Since η∗ < ε, it follows that U1(xr
1s) <v 1((1−ε)¯ xr
1)i f1≤ s ≤ bη∗rc. We conclude
that for all suﬃciently large r and for each (1,s) ∈ Cr,
U1(x
r


















To complete the proof, ﬁx r and let m = bη∗rc. For each j 6=1a n df o re a c hs ≥ m+1,
recall that Uj(xr
j,m+1) ≤ Uj(xr


































1 − η∗¯ x
r
j).






























In summary, the PIE allocation (zr
is)i sf e a s i b l ef o rCr and allows Cr to block (xr
is)
i nt h ee xa n t ei n c e n t i v ec o m p a t i b l es e n s e .This contradicts the assumption that (xr
is)
i sa ne xa n t ei n c e n t i v ec o m p a t i b l ec o r ea l l oc a t i o no ft h eP I E( {wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr).
Hence, for every ε > 0, exists an ˆ r such that, for all r>ˆ r





for each i ∈ N.
Part 2: In this part of the proof, we will show that, for each ε > 0, exists an ˆ r
such that, for all r>ˆ r,
#{s ∈ Jr|Ui(x
r
is) > (1 + ε)vi(¯ x
r
i)} < εr
for each i ∈ N. Suppose that there exists ε > 0 and a subsequence of positive integers
{rk} such that, for each k,t h e r ee x i s t sa nirk ∈ N such that
#{s ∈ Jrk|Uirk(x
rk
irk,s) > (1 + ε)virk(¯ x
rk
irk)} ≥ εrk.
We will again abuse notation slightly and simply write r instead of rk. Since N
is ﬁnite, we will assume WLOG that ir =1f o ra l lr. Furthermore, we again assume
that the agents of each type j are numbered so that , Uj(xr
js) ≤ Uj(xr
js0)f o rs0 >s .
To begin, ﬁx r and deﬁne the sets
L = {(1,s)|U1(x
r














1s) > (1 + ε)v1(¯ x
r
1)}
and let |S| =n u m b e ro fa g e n t si nS = L,M,H.
16Claim:I f|H| > εr,t h e n|L| ≥ ε3r
Proof:D e n o t eb y¯ xr








































The strict inequality is a consequence of strict concavity and the fact that not all the
x1,s are the same. Since U1(x1,s) >v 1((1 − ε3)¯ x1) for all (1,s) ∈ M and U1(xr
1s) >
(1 + ε)v1(¯ xr
1)f o ra l l( 1 ,s) ∈ M, concavity implies that v1(¯ x1(M)) ≥ v1((1 − ε3)¯ x1)














































































17Since ε < 1/2, it follows that 1
ε −
|M|













































































a contradiction. Hence, |H| > εr implies that |L| ≥ ε3r and the proof of the claim is
complete.
¿From the claim, we now conclude the following: there exists an ε > 0a n da
sequence of positive integers {r} such that, for each r,







We can now duplicate the proof of Part 1 (with ε3 in place of ε)a n d ,f o rs u f -
ﬁciently large r, construct a coalition that can block (xis), contradictng the as-
sumption that (xis) is an ex ante incentive compatible core allocation of the PIE
({wis,u is}(i,s)∈Nr, e θ,˜ tr,Pr). Hence, for every ε > 0, exists an ˆ r such that, for all r>ˆ r
#{s ∈ Jr|Ui(x
r
is) > (1 + ε)vi(¯ x
r
i)} < εr
for each i ∈ N.
Part 3: Combining the conclusions of Parts 1 and 2, it follows that, for every
ε > 0, exists an ˆ r such that, for all r>ˆ r,








is) ≤ (1 + ε)vi(¯ x
r
i)} ≥ (1 − ε)r
for each i ∈ N. Therefore, for all r>ˆ r,




is) ≤ (1 + ε)vi(¯ x
r
i)} ≥ (1 − 2ε)r.



















for each i and s. We claim that (ξr
is)(i,s)∈Nr belongs to the ε−core of the r-replicated
auxiliary economy Er(π)f o ra l ls u ﬃciently large r. Suppose not. Extracting a subse-
quence if necessary, there exists for each r a coalition Cr ⊆ N ×Jr a n da na l l o c a t i o n
(yr

















for each (i,s) ∈ Cr. Let Ir = {i ∈ N|(i,s) ∈ Cr} for some s ∈ Jr. Since N is ﬁnite, we
will assume (extracting another subsequence if necessary) that there exists a Q ⊆ N
such that Ir = Q for all r.F o re a c hi ∈ Q, let Kr
i = {s ∈ Jr|(i,s) ∈ Cr}. Next, for












































for each i ∈ Q. Extracting further subsequences if necessary, we conclude that there
exist allocations (y∗
i)a n d( x∗
i)s u c ht h a t( yr
i) → (y∗
i)a n d( xr
i) → (x∗
i)f r o mw h i c hi t











Applying Proposition 1, it follows that for suﬃciently large r and for each i ∈ Q,
there exists Zr
i ⊆ Jr such that |Zr
i | = d(1 − ε)re and




















19for each s ∈ Zr
i . Now (renumbering the agents of each type in Q if necessary), consider
a strongly conditionally independent sequence where the set of agents in the rth









i) is an allocation for E(π), we can apply Lemma1 to this special sequence
of restricted PIE’s and ﬁnd incentive compatible PIE allocations (zr
is)(i,s)∈Πr such that
































for each (i,s) ∈ Πr and for suﬃciently large r. From the deﬁnition of Zr















for each (i,s) ∈ Πr and for suﬃciently large r. This contradicts the assumption that
(ξr
i,s) is an allocation in the ex ante incentive compatible core of the PIE er.
7.4 Proof of Theorem C
Theorem C is a consequence of Theorem B and the following claim
Claim:F o re v e r yα > 0, there exists an η > 0 and an integer ˆ r such that, for
all r>ˆ r and for each equal treatment allocation (xr
is)i nt h eη−core of Er(π), there
exists a Walras equilibrium (yi) of the auxiliary economy E1(π)s a t i s f y i n g
|vi(x
r
is) − vi(yi)| < α
for each (i,s) ∈ Nr.
Proof: Suppose not. Then there exists an α > 0 and a strictly increasing sequence
of positive integers (rk)k≥1 such that, for each k, there exists an equal treatment
allocation (x
rk
is)i nt h e1




i for each i and s, and an type
ik such |vik(xr
ik)−vik(yik)| ≥ α for all Walras equilibria (yi) of the auxiliary economy
E(π). Let Ak denote the ”projection” of the set of equal treatment allocations in the
1
k-c o r eo fErk(π) onto the space of feasible allocations of E(π). Therefore, (x
rk
i ) ∈ Ak
20for each k. Choosing a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that (x
rk
i ) → (x∗
i)
where (x∗
i) is a feasible allocation for E(π). Since Ak+1 ⊆ Ak, it follows that, for each
m, (x
rk
i ) ∈ Am whenever k ≥ m. Hence, (x∗




m=1 Am. Next, we show that (x∗
i) is a Walras equilibrium of E(π). This
requires only a slight modiﬁcation of the proof of the Debreu-Scarf Theorem and we
will follow Proposition 5.2 in Hildenbrand and Kirman (1988). Let
ψ(i)={z ∈ <













then there exists a positive integer M, positive integers β1,...βK summing to M,t y p e s
i1,..iK in N and bundles ζ1,..,ζK with ζj ∈ ψ(ij)f o re a c hj,s u c ht h a t
vij(ζj + wij) >v ij(x
∗
ij)











Choose k large enough so that













j=1 (rkβj)wij, it follows that a coali-
tion consisting of rkβj agents of type ij for each j =1 ,...,K can 1
k−block the
(rk−replication of) allocation (x∗




and we conclude that conv[
S
i∈N ψ(i)] ∩ int <`
− = ∅. Completing the proof of the
Debreu Scarf theorem, it follows that (x∗





i), this contradicts the assumption that for each k there is an agent
ik such that |vik(xr
ik) − vik(yik)| ≥ α for all Walras equilibria (yi) of the auxiliary
economy E(π). This completes the proof of the Claim.
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